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Dear Friends,
I had thought that the 10th issue of Corona Chronicle would be the last. But then I received two more contributions, with others promised,
and decided that another issue might be managed. The case was made when David suggested calling the 2020/21 AGM, postponed from last
October, and arrangements were made for it to take place earlier this week. Those of you in attendance will know that we now have a new
Chair – Pam Allanson – to take over from David who has served on the committee for a continuous period of 8 years, the last 5 of them
as Chair. So this issue provides a perfect opportunity to record our appreciation for all he has done to keep us motivated, on track, and
generally fairly sane throughout! Anyone serving as a committee member with David will know that he and Karen are the most generous of
hosts. Their home does happen to be conveniently located for holding meetings – but I suspect the plentiful supply of delicious home-made
bakery in very welcoming surroundings has made it an easy and frequent choice!
David has also been responsible for handling contractual arrangements with the Colosseum, wherever possible negotiating favourable terms
and by and large, securing performance dates to suit our concert planning schedules. He is always approachable, supportive, and blest with a
natural optimism which he has managed to sustain in spite of the frustrations and uncertainties of the last 12 months. It’s good to know that
he will remain close to hand and ready to help whenever needed. A very big ‘thank you’ David, from all of us!
We are delighted to welcome Pam in her new role, knowing that she will approach it with energy, commitment, and a good dollop of
common sense. She has generously agreed to continue designing and editing our concert programmes for now, but she will need others to
take on the coordinating role of Marketing/Publicity Manager as well as the stand-alone tasks covered by the publicity and marketing team.
Please consider what help YOU might be able to offer – more details can be found on page 7.
We are also pleased to confirm that both Audrey Adams (Secretary) and Paul Buckley (Treasurer) have been re-elected to serve for a
further two-year term. All other committee members will remain in post at least until the end of this season, when Graham Wheeler
comes to the end of his 8 year tenure as Concert Programme Co-ordinator.
The Society cannot function without sufficient people actively helping to run it. If we can’t find volunteers to fill vacant or expanded roles,
we will just have to reduce our activity accordingly – which would be a great pity. No-one willing/able to produce programmes? No
programmes. No-one willing to recruit paid advertising for the programme? Purchase price goes up or we lose money in producing it.
No-one prepared to take on social media? We fail to reach out to a wider audience and potentially lose ticket revenue.
Essentially this issue is about people, many of whom have indeed made significant contributions to the running of the Society – perhaps none
more so than Diana Jefkins, who somehow managed to cram so much into each of the posts she held that we found ourselves having to
expand the committee to cover the work when illness eventually forced her to step down. Here, Diana’s husband John wites of their
long partnership and the range of musical experiences they shared. Similarly, David and Nicky Santamaria have notched up an
impressive list of shared musical encounters – including Nicky’s solo turn with a tin whistle! Philip Meager is a long-standing member of
the Society, occasionally taking time out to travel to south east Asia where his medical expertise has been put to good use. Tim Pettigrew
joined us more recently but has brought invaluable expertise to the committee, steering various IT projects and recently supporting Michael
in running our Zoom rehearsals. Last, but by no means least, Gaynor Slaney and Denise Wellham reflect on their time as Ticket
Secretaries, somehow sorting out the complexities of the booking system whilst still managing a friendly welcome on Monday evenings.
Let’s hope it won’t be too long before we’re all queuing up to buy our concert tickets again!
Judy

We will be back!

John & Diana Jefkins shared over 50 years of musical encounters and experiences, which just goes to show the importance of
always having a pencil with you at rehearsals! Together, they have contributed significantly to the organisation and running of the
Society and few of us will forget Diana’s courage and indomitable spirit in the last few years of her life. The lovely photograph was
taken at the Verona Opera just 3 years before she died.

Diana Jefkins (née Peacock) was born and raised in NW London. At school
she excelled in science and music (grade 8 distinction in piano and grade 6
clarinet). She was offered places at the Royal Academy of Music and Girton
College and decided to pursue a degree in Natural Sciences at Cambridge.
Soon after arriving at Girton she joined the college chapel choir and also
answered an advertisement to sing Haydn’s Creation with the Sidney Sussex
Choral Society. She sat on one side of the college chapel with the sopranos for
the first rehearsal, only to find she had come without a pencil! At the same
time one of the engineering students had agreed to move from bass to tenor to
balance the numbers and was sitting behind this soprano. He was happy to lend
her his pencil and so started more than 50 years of joint music making by Diana
and John.
While at Cambridge Diana was singing in her college choir, the University G & S Society and CUMS. John, home in Marlow, was
singing in male voice and youth choirs and the operatic society. One year the youth choir went to Llangollen to compete in the
International Eisteddfod, with Diana as accompanist (we came 12th).
Married life started in Harrow, John working in London and Diana as a Scientific Officer at the Post Office Research Establishment in
Dollis Hill. Having specialised in crystallography Diana immediately joined the team working on the early development of silicon
chips. She was responsible for depositing very thin layers of silicon onto crystal substrates, which required ultra-high vacuum
techniques and the use of X-ray diffraction and an electron microscope. She published several scientific papers.
But of course music was very important and we were fortunate in joining Harrow Choral Society and its chamber group. Apart from
our own concerts and the huge Malcolm Sargent Messiah performances in the Royal Albert Hall we also took part in seven Proms,
where the choirs were drawn from several London area societies. We were fortunate so early in our musical careers to perform
major choral works in a big venue with top orchestras and famous conductors.
John’s work took us to Yorkshire, Northampton, Winchester and eventually Chalfont St Peter. In every place we joined choirs of
varying standards and also added to our family, ending with 3 daughters. Babysitting might have interfered with music, but this was
easily solved by our joining different groups as John could sing while Diana could play clarinet in orchestras. Eventually we were both
taking parts in Winchester Amateur Operatic Society; with 2 shows a year we could alternate! In 1983, John was moved to Watford.
Diana had trained as a teacher and she started teaching science at Watford Boys Grammar School, the only female teacher! In 1984
we joined Watford Phil (WPS). (In due course we also joined the Malcolm Sargent Festival Choir and Chipperfield Choral Society,
you can never get enough music!). Diana went on to advance in her profession in several state schools, ending her career as head of an
independent girls’ school.
When she retired, Diana wanted to do more for WPS and she was soon elected as Secretary. As the scope of this role increased with
time Diana was not one to let things slide and was soon taking on quite a range of duties. As both singer and instrumentalist Diana
was involved in the activities of both sections of the Society as Secretary and Orchestral Membership Secretary. In addition to her
committee responsibilities she was booking rehearsal rooms, concert venues, liaising and placing contracts with our professionals and
soloists and even organising the hiring of some orchestral music and instruments. She liaised with the operators of the Colosseum, the
Borough Council over grants and West Herts College to provide an orchestra at their degree ceremonies. So for several years Diana
combined the duties of Secretary and Concert Manager.
In 2010 Kate Wilkins took over as Secretary and Diana continued managing the concerts until Motor Neurone Disease meant she
could no longer do the physical work needed, though she was still helping with getting a licence for a child performer and also still
singing just three weeks before she died.
Diana was an excellent musician, a high soprano, a stalwart and hard-working member of WPS and a loving wife, mother and
grandmother. She would have been thrilled that so many of you came to sing at her funeral.

Also contributing valuable years of service to the Society are Ticket Secretaries Gaynor Slaney and Den Wellham. Here,
they tell some tales from behind the table!

Surely you remember which seats I had last season?
Our reason for volunteering to become ticket secretaries was ultimately to reduce the lengthy queues
to buy tickets during choir rehearsals on Monday evenings. Our aim was to improve the experience
by reducing the time taken to choose seats and complete the purchase. We decided to share the job to
make it less onerous and – in hindsight, wisely – to ensure weekly coverage and continuity.

Gaynor

The reality of what we had taken on was that on top of selling tickets, the job also involved meetings
with the Colosseum staff during the summer prior to each new season to discuss final allocation of
seats for each concert; collecting the tickets and organising them into some sort of order; recording
each and every financial transaction; banking the money; analysing sales and returning unsold tickets
to the Colosseum box office a few days before each concert. Phew! And somehow picking up the ticket
sales incentive scheme too! What had we done?

After many months of trial and frequent error, our system adopted the following changes:
•
•
•
•

Creating enlarged detailed seating plans for each event with colour guides showing currently available seats allocated to the
Society, allowing members to choose their seats more easily.
Developing the use of email and phone requests for tickets.
Encouraging members to order and pay for their seats in good time and then collect their tickets thee following week, which
gave us more time to issue tickets and record transactions on spreadsheets at home rather than during rehearsals.
The introduction of payment by bank transfer, and later, via bank card reader.

We’ve had a few challenges over the years, the biggest being the issue of refunds following the last minute cancellation of our
Christmas 2019 concert due to the closure of the Colosseum for ceiling repairs. Thank goodness for our recording system on
spreadsheets! And for our treasurer, Paul’s calm organisational skills. Even the cancellation of the rest of the 2019/20 season of
concerts didn’t seem so frantic after that!
And funny moments? Well, apart from the weird and often very funny voicemails left on the Society’s phone, we’ve had people
complaining that they’ve not received tickets only to find that they had sent their SAE to themselves! Then there are members who
assume we can remember which seats they bought for last season. And the evening when Den walked out of the house without tickets,
sales record or her music leaving Gaynor to entertain a queue of people whilst she returned to retrieve them.
The box office team at the Colosseum has changed quite frequently during our term of office but our contact with them has always
been friendly and helpful and it’s been great to meet and get to know so many lovely people in the choir. Last but not least, a special
‘thankyou’ to Paul for being so calm in a crisis and always good-natured. The next team to take over has plans to improve the system
further and are far more computer-savvy than either of us. We wish them the very best of luck.
And thank you, Gaynor and Den for all you have done since accepting responsibility for our ticket sales. Taking over eventually, when we hope to be
selling concert tickets again, are Judith Leary-Joyce and May Teague. Our thanks to them both for volunteering (Ed).

Did you know that Den regularly places advertisements for our concerts on a variety of websites with both local and national
coverage? She is also very much involved in the organisation of the Rickmansworth Young Musician of the Year, which
like most other similar events was hit by Covid19 last year http://www.rickmansworthyoungmusician.btck.co.uk. They too
will be back!
Gaynor and husband Chris have 2 very talented and musical sons. Richard is currently the managing director of 59
Productions, an award winning design studio ‘creating new ways of telling stories through innovative design.’ Their projects
have included some amazingly creative blends of sound and vision to bring a whole new way of appreciating architecture and
cityscapes featuring buildings such as Sydney Harbour Bridge and Edinburgh’s Usher Hall. Check out some of their recent
commissions at https://59productions.co.uk

We know that many of our members are committed to supporting other charitable organisations in various ways but relatively
few travel to the far side of the world to do it, as tenor Philip Meager and his wife Esther have done since retirement. They
are pictured here at the Kaminariiwa Rock in Japan. Philip also tells of experiencing live opera in many European cities – and he
still harbours an ambition to learn a Bach organ masterpiece!

For many years I wanted to join a choir that did the ‘big works’ and giving up oncall at work provided some more space in the week. Pat & Jack Watson
encouraged me to join WPS so I was very excited to become a member in
September 2004. The euphoria soon wore off when under Stuart Dunlop we
tackled the Chichester Psalms! However, we are very fortunate to have some
fine Tenor voices to follow (or in my case to mime!) in our section.
I did have a break from 2014 – 2017 when Esther and I went to S.E. Asia to do
medical work attached to a missionary society – OMF. Esther is a State
Registered Nurse and a midwife and therefore far more use than I! This was a
wonderful time especially in ‘winter.’ We looked after about 400 missionary
families from all over the world who were living in Thailand, Laos and S.W.
China. We had a house in Chiang Mai but had to travel a lot within Thailand and
S.E. Asia. HQ was in Singapore. We had a couple of spells working in a jungle hospital on the western Thai/Burmese border as
well as organising outreach clinics for impoverished hill tribes and destitute refugees in the Golden Triangle region. We fell in love
with the countries and the peoples and have done some extended trips back.
I have always enjoyed a catholic taste in music ranging from my Grandma bashing out some Cockney favourites at Christmastime in
SE London; the church choir; 60’s NME pop concerts and U2.
From 1959 – 1964 growing up in our village (Old Warden pop.365) in Bedfordshire we had about 20 mixed voices in our church
choir. As the years went by, I began to appreciate more and more the fine tradition of Church music. Although this continues in the
big churches, cathedrals and academic institutions it has sadly been overtaken in smaller churches by the rise of the theologically and
musically destitute ‘Worship Band.’ Incomparable to the glorious music of C.H.H. Parry, C.V. Stanford, Ralph Vaughan Williams
etc. and I fear a whole generation has missed out. Couldn’t agree more, Philip! (Ed.)
I enjoy organ music especially Bach and I was very fortunate to play for student services in Liverpool Cathedral every Sunday for 2
years – maybe something about the one-eyed man (or one foot if you are an organist!) being king….
Also I have been privileged to see wonderful operas such as Prince Igor in the vast State Kremlin Palace, Lucia di Lammermoor in
Leningrad, La Boheme in Berlin, and my favourite, Die Meistersinger in Cologne. But Handel’s Alcina in the fine building of the
Staatskapella, Dresden was a flop and many departed at half-time. Staged in the modern idiom, some actors were wearing their
undergarments outside of their outer garments. I don’t think Handel would have approved!
Really missing the Proms – world class music practically on our doorstep. Used to queue up and stand but now usually sit in the
choir seats. One year we were 20 feet away from Harry Christophers and The Sixteen. A memorable Last Night of The Proms in
2004 included our own David Pyatt playing Strauss' 1st Horn Concerto. (See Ed.note below)
My lifelong ambition is to learn the Passacaglia and Fugue in C minor, one of Bach’s finest organ works. This ambition has now
become a fantasy but I do enjoy listening to it over and over again!
Roll on being back at the Colosseum!

David Pyatt, our Patron – and son of Concert Manager Frances – won the BBC Young Musician of the Year, aged 14 in
1988. At the time he was the youngest competitor to win the title and has since gone on to forge an internationally successful
career as soloist, orchestral player and teacher. Here’s a recording of David playing at that Last Night of the Proms in 2004, which
Philip attended. I’ve a feeling that our very own Tim & Rosemary Venner were also performing on that occasion as members of
the BBC Symphony Chorus!
https://archive.org/details/BBCProms2004LastNightOfTheProms (David about 13 mins from start of recording)

Tim Pettigrew’s IT skills have been put to good use maintaining our website, including working his way through our archive
collection of concert programmes and uploading them using page-turning software. Here he is in his workshop, pursuing another
major hobby – wood-turning. And he still finds time to sing with one of Watford’s Community Choirs, as well as with us!

I was born in Cardiff but in 1952, Dad got a job as Head of Parks in Worcester and from the age of three I
was brought up at Park House (in Gheluvelt Park).
On the other side of the park, Barbourne Preparatory School gave me my first education with music
lessons by the indefatigable Miss York. She had a superb soprano voice and was an accomplished pianist
coaching us in singing and active participation with triangles, bells, castanets drums and tambourines.
Listening to Saturday morning “Children’s Favourites” on the radio in the1950’s was a weekly highlight
when “Uncle Mac” (Derek McCulloch) introduced me and my sister to a wide range of musical genres.
Who remembers the Obernkirchen Children's Choir’s rendition of The HappyWanderer, Sparky's Magic Piano, and Danny Kaye’s Tubby the Tuba?
I suspect lots of us will share those memories! (Ed)
My other childhood musical influence from the radio was “Children’s Hour” with music interwoven with the serialisation of children’s classics.
Thus I came to know Butterworth’s Banks of GreenWillow associated with R. D. Blackmore’s Lorna Doone, Gustav Holst’s Perfect Fool indelibly
matched with a dramatisation of Tolkien’s The Hobbit, and Walton’s First Symphony skilfully linked with Rosemary Sutcliffe’s evocative tale set in
Roman Britain; Eagle of the Ninth. By a happy coincidence, I have also been reminded recently of the wonderful ‘Eagle of the Ninth’ series. See page 8 (Ed).
Aged about 10, I had piano lessons at a neighbour’s house with a very Italian Maria Lloyd-Foulkes. The piano wasn’t for me but the experience
gave me a good grounding in musical notation.
Then at 11, my mother took me to a performance in Worcester Cathedral of The Dream of Gerontius at the Three Choirs Festival. The “story”
describing the journey of a soul from death to judgment told by means of superbly crafted choral and solo writing combined with amazing
orchestral colour and the brilliant adaption of Cardinal Newman’s text made a huge impact. Elgar, in correspondence with his close friend
August Jaeger wrote: "You must come toWorcester and hear what 'Gerontius' MIGHT be - the building will do it." and it certainly did and still does for
me. It was a start of a continuing deep love affair with Elgar’s music.
Exploration of the Worcestershire countryside became linked to an avid interest and subsequent career in geology and we had some fantastic
family rambles investigating the geological wonders of the Malvern and Abberley Hills, Wenlock Edge and the Cotswolds. What appealed was a
combination of the sensual beauties of the landscape contrasted with the fascinating revelations of the ancient seascapes which lay beneath. For
example exploring the tropical reefs of Wenlock Edge where in One Crowded Hour of glorious life I could gather up a large and varied assortment of
fossil corals trilobites and brachiopods etc., to take home and add to my growing collection. My parents were very understanding but I vividly
remember being devastated when returning from a family holiday in Somerset, the driver completely failed to appreciate the importance of
including a gigantic beach trophy ammonite fossil in the luggage compartment of his bus!
At 16 my first job was as a junior technician in the Department of Geology at the University of Birmingham. Four years later after gaining the
relevant GCE’s at Worcester Technical College, I was admitted to Birmingham as an undergraduate to do a BSc honours degree in Geology. It
was here that I gained my first experience of “serious” choral music when I joined the second tenors in the University Choir directed by the
Peyton and Barber Professor of Music aptly named Ivor Keys. I particularly remember this period for my first electrifying experience of singing
in the Verdi Requiem. Other memorable performances included a concert in Birmingham Town Hall with the Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
which in the 1970’s was under the direction of Louis Frémaux. The concert was devoted to Berlioz’s large-scale choral symphony Roméo et
Juliette symphonie dramatique.
My first job after graduating in 1972 was with the British Antarctic Survey and I was sent to survey Annenkov Island, South Georgia in the SubAntarctic. The three week journey from Southampton was on board the RRS John Biscoe stopping en-route at Montevideo in Uruguay and Port
Stanley (Falkland Islands). Two of us lived under canvas on Annenkov Island for five months before being picked up by the RRS Bransfield for the
return voyage to the UK. As well as making a topographical and geological map we made observations on the diverse wildlife with close daily
encounters with penguins, albatrosses, petrels and skuas all nesting on the island which was also home to thriving fur and elephant seal colonies.
The geology was also significant in giving new insights into the separation (by continental drift) of Antarctica with South America. After writing
up the results of the survey, on termination of my contract, I obtained a dream job as Assistant Keeper of Natural Sciences for the newly formed
Tyne and Wear County Museum Service based in Sunderland. One of the highlights of this period was the discovery of the oldest known
fossilised gliding reptile Coelurosauravus (the first and currently only record in the UK but known elsewhere from rare German specimens
discovered in Permian rocks of the same age).
A change of job to that of Registrar with the Museum Service meant a move to the Discovery Museum, Newcastle upon Tyne and a family move
to the village of Wylam in the Tyne Valley. Here I joined the Hexham Abbey Festival Choir and Ryton Choral Society both under the direction of
David Murray. My voice “evolved” from 2nd tenor to 1st bass at this time.
After retirement came a brief move to South Wales before another (final?) move to Watford in 2014. It seemed a natural progression to join the
Watford Philharmonic, and the rest as they say is history. Certainly a good move forWatford Phil,Tim! (Ed)

Nicky & David Santamaria share memories of their lives together in music.
It was music that brought us together. We met on a pilgrimage to Lourdes in July 1983. One
of our priests, being aware of the fact that David played the guitar and that Nicky was a flautist
and we were both singers, said “Right, you two are in charge of the music.” We both had
previous for music, at school and in church, so we got on with it. We were in Lourdes for a
week, organising the music for the daily services. Nicky remembers spending time trying to
work out what key to sing things in so that David did not have to play too many awkward chords
on the guitar. By the end of the pilgrimage we were “an item.” A month later we were engaged
and in July 1984 we married.
Before the pilgrimage we used to attend different Masses but from then on we played together
in the folk Mass at Vita Pax Church, Cockfosters. David also regularly played bass guitar on
Saturday nights with a little dance band, and for one week in January we were both in the
orchestra pit for a panto which was performed in the Intimate Theatre, Palmers Green. Nicky,
who was singing with the London Symphony Chorus when we first met, later joined a more local choir, Barnet Choral Society. On
one occasion they performed Verdi’s Requiem, and David, who was in the audience, vividly remembers the lady in front of him
leaping, startled, from her seat when the Dies Irae started.
Before we met Nicky had been involved with a church group called the Panel of Monastic Musicians, a group of monks and nuns, as
well as a few lay-people, who met annually to share ideas about how music can be used in Monastic liturgy. Vita Pax was at that time
a Benedictine Monastery, which is how we became involved. We stayed on more than one occasion in Douai Abbey in Berkshire and
enjoyed meeting some of the leading Church musicians of the day.
To a large extent the arrival of our two daughters then got in the way of our musical pastimes but we did continue to make music in
church.When the girls were older we both joined Barnet Choral Society, which at the time was directed by Jonathan Rathbone, a
former a member and arranger with the Swingle Singers, as well as a composer, pianist and choral director. He was huge fun to work
with and we had a great time until he decided that he was doing too much, directing three choirs, and retired from BCS.
We carried on with this choir until we moved to Bushey in 2012. In the process of moving, we got involved with the music in our
new parish, actually before we moved, by playing and singing in Lourdes again. About the same time we were recruited to the choir
at St. Dominic’s Sixth Form College in Harrow, where Nicky used to work. In 2013 we went on a music tour with them to Venice
and Verona. We performed one evening at a camp site and afterwards were given free cocktails, something which led to an
unfortunate incident with one of the students who was not used to alcohol. At the other extreme to this we sang at the morning
weekday Mass in St Mark’s in Venice, an unforgettable experience.
David started playing in pantos again in the same theatre as all those years ago, with two different companies. Then we discovered
the Watford Philharmonic Society.
Until Coronavirus put a stop to such things, we used to sing and play every year at Westminster Cathedral at the Annual Mass for the
sick. We have also performed in the Cathedral a musical work written by our church musical director and in fact that was the last
performance of any kind we were involved in before the first Lockdown. Over the summer the same musical director wrote another
piece for which Nicky played a tin whistle solo and David sang. It was recorded separately and then all the parts assembled into the
finished performance, depicting scenes from the life of St Bernadette.

•

•
•

Concert News
We are advised by Watford Borough Council that works to upgrade and refurbish the Colosseum are expected to take
about 15 months to complete. Since no start date has yet been agreed, we must accept that we will be unable to stage
any of our concerts there during the 2021/22 season. We are actively pursuing alternative locations which could
significantly affect the choice of repertoire, perhaps giving us an opportunity to engage with a wider audience.
The Government’s recently published roadmap to Covid19 recovery makes it very unlikely that we will be able to offer
a live concert this term but planning for our return in the autumn is a reasonable aspiration this stage.
Though still dependent on that roadmap, we are hopeful that a ‘Come Back and Sing’ workshop might be possible
after 21st June this year. We’ll keep you up to date on that exciting prospect!

A call for help!
Following Pam’s election as Chair of the Society’s management committee, we urgently need to recruit someone to
take on the post of Marketing/Publicity Manager and co-ordinate the work of a small team, between them covering
the tasks listed below.
The Marketing/Publicity Manager is a Committee member, attending 6 meetings a year (max). The postholder is also
a member of the concert planning sub-committee, providing a marketing steer and advice on the likely impact of
proposed concert repertoire on ticket sales.
Currently, the role includes the following:
•

Design, production and distribution of printed concert programme, advertising flyers and other publicity
material.

•

Recruiting paid advertising from local businesses for inclusion in the concert programme; placing
advertisements for our concerts in local newspapers and expanding contacts with local press and broadcast
media.

•

Promoting the Society to a wider audience & extending our reach in the community – schools, clubs, building
current list of Friends; pursuing fund raising opportunities and sponsorships; developing our use of social
media.

If you can help with any of these important aspects of the Society’s work – either as co-ordinator or as a team
member – now’s the time to step forward! To find out more, please contact Pam Allanson on 01923 286930 /
pam@warrenhouse.me.com; Nikki at nikkihind3@gmail.com or Judy at judy@newtondavies.plus.com

Committee Membership 2020/21

Name

Post

Pam Allanson
Judy Newton-Davies
Audrey Adams
Paul Buckley
Frances Pyatt
Graham Wheeler

Chair †
Vice Chair †
Secretary †
Treasurer †
Concert Manager†
Concert Programme
Planning
Membership
IT Projects & Support
Rehearsals Manager
Marketing &
Publicity Manager
Social Activities Coordinator
Orchestra
Representative

Nikki Hind
Tim Pettigrew
Margaret Burke
Vacancy
Vacancy
Keith Champion
(co-opted)

First
elected
2015
2017
2016
2016
2019
2013

Last elected

2015
2016
2019

Oct 2019
Oct 2019

Oct 2020
Oct 2019
Oct 2020
Oct 2020

To seek
re-election
Oct 2022
Oct 2021
Oct 2022
Oct 2022
Oct 2021

8 year term ends

Oct 2021
Oct 2021
Oct 2021

2023
2024
2027

Oct 2019

† Denotes Officer. All committee members are Trustees of the Society

2023
2025
2024
2024
2027
2021

Postscript
Here are a few lines from The Lantern Bearers by Rosemary Sutcliff – the third of 8 books in the
series Eagle of the Ninth which Tim refers to in his musical biography. I find the direct simplicity
of the message somehow comforting in the disorientation of recent times and deeply compelling in
the face of an uncertain future. So I’d like to offer it as a personal contribution to the Corona
Chronicles series, which I have been pleased to edit from its inception in April 2020. By storing all
11 issues electronically in our archive, perhaps historians of the future will find something of
interest in this record of the Society’s strangest of strange years. We are all lantern bearers,
safeguarding and carrying forward the great tradition of classical music for the benefit of
generations to come.
Judy

